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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper is proposed to remove the noise from the speech signal in real time environment. The quality of 
audio signal can be improved by filtering the degraded speech signal through adaptive filters. For Noise 
cancellation widrow & hoff’s Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithms are being used for simplicity in 
implementation. But LMS algorithm has limitation in selection of a certain values such as step size which 
implies dilemma in fast convergence rate and Excess mean square error (EMSE) and results in 
computational complexity. This paper analyse the performance of Variable Step Size Normalised LMS , 
Normalised Differential LMS with proposed VSSNDLMS with different input signals. Finally, through 
simulation results the proposed VSSNDLMS algorithm converges fastly with minimum mean square error 
and it is useful in predicting the adaptive filter performance of various algorithms and the implementation 
indicate the improvement in quality of the speech signal. 
 
Keywords: Adaptive Noise canceller  (ANC), Excess mean square error (EMSE), VSSNDLMS. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Noise cancellation and echo cancellation [2] in a 
signal is an important core area of the digital signal 
processing.  Adaptive filter is a digital filter that has 
self-adjusting characteristics which can adjust its 
filter coefficients automatically and gets adapted to 
the input signal. Adaptive filters work generally for 
adaptation of signal-changing environments like 
spectral overlap between noise and signal,  noise 
like telephone echo cancellation, equalization of 
communications channels, biomedical signal 
enhancement, active noise control, and adaptive 
control systems. Adaptive filtering is one of the 
approaches used to remove the noise from the 
desired signal.  

 
Adaptive filtering (AF) finds application in  noise 

cancellation in speech  called as Adaptive Noise 
cancellation (ANC) which involves in time-varying 
signals and systems. In adaptive filter  least mean 
square   (LMS） algorithm [3]  is the most popular 
algorithm. Because of its simplicity, robustness, 
and  low computational complexity, it has been 
widely used in noise cancellation, linear prediction  
and so on. Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm is 
one of the well-known adaptive algorithms which is 
based on stochastic gradient approach.   

 
Various adaptive algorithms have been proposed 

for noise cancellation.  R.Bilcu et.al has proposed a 
new variable length LMS algorithm theoritical and 
implemented [1].  The sub band adaptive filters 
have been proposed [6] to analyse the convergence 
and complexity in adaptive filters. Gorriz et.al, 
proposed a novel LMS algorithm for filtering 
speech sounds in the adaptive noise cancellation[4]. 
J. E. Greenberg has modified the LMS algorithm 
and used to cancel the noise in speech signal [3]. 
Y.Gong and C.Cowan proposed a variable tap-
length algorithm based on MSE output from 
different filter segments, which combines the 
traditional segmented filter approach with a 
gradient descent-based method [5].  

2. ADAPTIVE ALGORITHMS 
 

In this paper, the various LMS adaptive 
algorithms were analysed and a novel algorithm 
named Variable Step Size Normalized Difference 
LMS (VSSNDLMS) algorithm is proposed to 
remove the noise in signal recorded in various 
environments like in street or inside a car. The 
variable step size LMS algorithm converges fastly 
and NDLMS algorithm has minimised mean square 
error. By combining the VSS and NDLMS, the 
proposed VSSNDLMS algorithm converges fastly 
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with minimum mean square error. Figure 1 shows 
the general system identification of adaptive filter. 
 

 
Figure 1: System Identification 

 
A. LMS Algorithm 

The LMS is one of the simplest algorithms 
used in the adaptive structures due to their 
simplicity and robustness to signal statistics. LMS 
algorithm expressions for finding the error signal 
and the filter weights is, 
 

e (n)= d(n)-  WT(n)  * u(n).  (1) 

 

 W(n+1)=W(n)+µ*u(n)*e*(n).  (2)

  

 LMS is entirely based on wide-sense stationary 
stochastic signals, the algorithm is also applied to 
the following other situations: A deterministic 
environment, in which the tap-input vector x (n) 
and desired response d (n) are both deterministic 
signals and a non-stationary environment i.e., the 
tracking of statistical variations in the environment. 
B. NDLMS Algorithm 

A slight modification is made in LMS 
algorithm equations and a Normalised Differential 
LMS[6] Algorithm  and is proposed by J Zhang and 
H.M Tai used for finding the error signal and the 
filter weights. In this case the algorithm improves 
the steady state performance for cancelling noise in 
speech processing. The excess error and 
misadjustment by NDLMS are much less than that 
of the NLMS and MNLMS algorithms. 
 
 
e (n)=d(n) -  WT(n)  *x(n)*d(n).  (3) 

 

( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )w n w n x n d nµ+ = + ×∇ ×∇    (4)  
 
here the weight is adjusted according to the 
difference of the signals x(n) and d(n) are shown in 

equation 4, instead of the signals themselves.The 
important process in the adaptive filter is to 
determine the length of M. If the length M of the 
adaptive filter is low then the speech signal 
processing results in less number of parameters 
which are inaccurate. High value of the adaptive 
filter length M leads to inaccurate speech signal 
processing by the influence of estimated variance 
increase. 
C. VSSNLMS Algorithm 

This algorithm overcomes the problem of 
convergence speed and estimation accuracy in real 
time environment, the variable step size normalised 
LMS[7] algorithm is proposed. The signal to noise 
(SNR) ratio is defined as the ratio of the average 
power of the original signal to that of the noise 
signal. The main aim of proposing this algorithm is 
that with the help of SNR, the step size adjustment 
can be controlled. It is efficient to have lesser value 
of SNR because such a value gives the maximized 
step size that provides faster tracking. At the same 
time, the larger value of SNR results in minimized 
step size producing smaller mis-adjustment.  

To estimate the SNR, the average power of the 
speech signal ps(n) and the noise signal pn(n) 
respectively are considered as, 
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Where, PS(n) and PN(n) can be estimated by the 
number of samples M from equation 5 and 6. 
SNR(n) is given as 
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The updating of the normalized coefficients is 
given by (8) 

 

( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )T

w n w n e n X n
X n X n

µ+ = +    

(8) 

Where, µ  is the step size coefficient. 

When the value of SNR is small, step size will 
increase and thus leads to fast convergence and 
when the SNR is high step size will be small. So 
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step size and SNR values are interrelated. The 
following equation determines the step size µ. 

min max
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min max
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µ
µ µ
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= >
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                                                                (9) 

Here the excess error and misadjustment by 
NDLMS are much less than that of the NLMS and 
VSSNLMS algorithms.  

3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

In our work a novel new approach called 
Variable step size Normalized Differential LMS 
(VSSNDLMS) algorithm is proposed. The 
objective of proposing this algorithm is to design an 
adaptive filter  which works on both strong and 
weak signal. Proposed algorithm combines variable 
step size NLMS[7] and NDLMS to increase 
convergence speed, minimise excess mean square 
error , reduce misadjustment and increase 
estimation accuracy. 

 
In case of LMS algorithm, under non-

stationary environment  some errors occur leading 
to deviation of filter weights from the optimal 
weight of the filter. Whereas the analysis says that 
variable step size algorithm is suitable for such an  
environment. 

 
The expression  for updating the Coefficient is 

given by 
var

2
( 1) ( ) ( )* ( )

( )
w n w n x n e n

X k

µ
ε

+ = + ∇ ∇
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                                                                        (10) 
Where, 

( ) ( ) ( 1)e k e k e k∇ = − −   (11) 

( ) ( ) ( 1)x k x k x k∇ = − −   (12) 

and  the µvar is the variable step size which is given 

by 

max... max
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var
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2*i kµ α µ γ= + ε   and  

40.97; 4.8*10α γ −= =  

where, Spectral density of the tap inputs x (n) and 
the filter length M is moderate to large. Given,  
x(n) (M-by-1 tap input vector at time n) =  [x(n) 
,x(n-1) ,…..,x(n-M+1)].  
Initialize, If prior knowledge of the tap weight 
vector w (n) is available, use it to set an appropriate 
value for w(0).Otherwise set w (0) =0. It is known 
that adaptive filters reduces the mean square error 
(MSE) and it is given as, 
 

{ }2ˆ( ) ( )MSE E d n d n= −� �       (14) 

Therefore, the graph of MSE quantity is essential to 
evaluate the performance of the adaptive filter. 
 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The comparison results of two speech signals 
with NDLMS, VSSNLMS[8] and VSSNDLMS 
Algorithm are presented in this section. 
Experiments are carried out and simulated using 
Matlab7 version. Two different speech signals are 
considered to analyse the mean square errors found 
using all the above mentioned algorithms. Speech 
signals are recorded in various environments such 
as in street and inside a car and they are given as 
input to various algorithms. Both the recorded 
signals are individually given as inputs to all the 
algorithms and output signals are obtained. The 
output signal responses of all the filters are plotted 
for analysis.  

 
The results shows that VSSNDLMS algorithms 

have least mean square error and converges 
effectively thus gives better performance when 
compared to all other algorithms. The VSSNDLMS 
responses for both street signal and car signal are 
shown respectively in Figure 2 and 3. For variance 
of 0.499 of speech signal with street Noise the 
mean square error is 5.6737 x 10-8 and For variance 
of 0.499 of speech signal with car engine Noise the 
mean square error is 1.31 x 10-5, from the Figure 2, 
we can see the noise present in the speech is more 
and from the figure 3,In the speech signal with car 
engine, the noise  is less. For the same variance the 
mean square error differs for strong and weak noise 
signal. 

 
The comparison of MSE for  LMS, NDLMS 

and VSSNDLMS algorithms is shown in Table 1.  
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Figure 2 : VSSNDLMS Response For  Input Speech 

Signal With Street Noise 

 
Figure 3 : VSSNDLMS Response For  Input Speech 

Signal With Car Engine Noise 
 

Table 1: Comparison Of Mean Square Error 

Variance 
 

Mean Square Error 
LMS NDLMS VSSNDLMS 

0.01 0.266 0.10 0.104 

0.1 0.529 0.21 0.16 
1.0 0.6714 0.354 0.31 

 
5.     CONCLUSION 

A novel LMS algorithm called Variable Step 
Size Normalized Differential LMS (VSSNDLMS) 
algorithm for an adaptive filter is presented. In this 
paper the proposed algorithm has been compared 

with various other algorithms like LMS, NDLMS 
in order to find the efficiency. Speech signals 
recorded in various environments are taken and 
processed using all the algorithms which illustrates 
our proposed algorithm reduces the trade-off 
between misadjustment, tracking and removes the 
noise from the input signals. Also the results show 
that VSSNDLMS algorithm converges at a fast rate 
and the mean square error is reduced much and 
hence suitable for non-stationary environment.  
Thus the theoretical and simulation results prove 
that the proposed work is a promising method for 
removing the noise in the signal. 
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